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NCFA Scores with Wilson Footballs  
 
Pittsburgh, PA –  The National Club Football Association and Wilson Sporting Goods have come to terms on a 
new contract, extending Wilson’s partnership as the “Official Football of the NCFA”. This extension gives 
teams the opportunity to continue using the 1003 GST model footballs in their NCFA games and practices by 
purchasing the balls at NCFA member-exclusive prices through the year 2017!  
 
“Wilson Sporting Goods and especially all the 
employees at our Ada, Ohio, football factory are 
extremely proud to have the Wilson WTF1003 GST 
football represented as the “Official Football of the 
National Club Football Association”. We know the 
NCFA teams will continue to enjoy taking the field 
with the GST,” said Tom Berl, Territory Manager for Wilson Sporting Goods. “The GST is used on the field by 
over 180 College programs at all levels, including Notre Dame, Ohio State and Northwestern on Saturdays - 
plus thousands of high school teams across the country on Friday nights, making it by far the top-selling 
performance game football in the world!”  
 
Ada holds the only football-specific factory in the world, the location where Wilson proudly produces the GST 
footballs. Since 1941, the Ada factory has made all of the Official NFL footballs as well as millions of college, 

high school, and youth balls. Many of the skilled workers have 
over 20 years of experience solely in producing footballs all 52 
weeks a year!  
 
Wilson’s WTF1003 GST football is built from WE 863 leather, 
a Wilson exclusive product, to make for the finest grip along 
with patented ACL (Accurate Control Lacing) laces and 
pebbled composite white stripes sewn on to the ball. All 
footballs are carefully molded to ensure the truest flight paths 
and spirals in the game.  

 
The NCFA is excited to offer the GST 1003 football to member teams at exclusive prices. Teams have the 
opportunity to purchase GST game balls featuring their team name and the NCFA logo as well as GST practice 
balls for use throughout the season.  
 
Teams looking for more information about ordering should contact Wilson Sponsor Account Manager, Mike 
Mulkerin. He can be reached at 412-321-8440 ext. 106 or at Mike.Mulkerin@CollClubSports.com  


